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YOLKKH,
THE STORY OF MY PEOPLE
AMNA YANDARBIN
FIRSTLY I THANK GOD FOR BLESSING ME WITH 
THIS OPPORTUNITY, I THEN THANK MY FAMILY FOR 
ALWAYS BEING SUPPORTIVE OF ME AND DOING 
THEIR BEST TO LOOK AFTER ME AS I GROW UP, AND I 
THANK MY FRIENDS WHO ALWAYS INSPIRE ME TO GO 
FORWARD. 
I NOW MOVE ON TO THANK THE PEOPLE WHO 
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The name of my project is: Yolkkh, The Story of My People. With this 
project I present a series of scarves each one bearing an illustrated 
scene in order to tell a story – my story and the story of the Noxci 
people. Noxci are the people who are referred to as “Chechens” by 
Russians and are generally known by that title. As a Muslim, I have 
witnessed the way Western media tend to dehumanize my com-
munity. In order to contrast this dehumanizing process, I thought 
that telling the story of my family would help reverse Islamophobic 
tendencies and raise empathy. The story of my family highlights the 
efforts and the value in preserving our native Noxci identity even 
through the most painful and enduring events, including war, migra-
tion, violence and death. The visual storytelling starts with the child-
hood of my mother. At the climax of the narration, the focus shifts 
from my mother to myself, visualizing scenes of my childhood all the 
way to my vision for my future. Through this project I aim to give a 
voice to the Noxci community, so to spread awareness. Furthermore, 
I hope that this project can inspire other minorities worldwide who 
are oppressed and are victims of colonization and racism to stand up 
and share their stories. I strongly believe in storytelling as a way to 
inform and connect with the audience in an empathetic and human 
way. This project marks the beginning of my journey as a designer 
activist committed to give voice to minorities worldwide, whether 
Muslim or of other faith. My ambition expands beyond religion, 
trying to reach all aspects of us being humans. I start by telling my 
story, hoping that others will follow.
ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION The Noxci, which when translated means “within people of Noah”, are the people this 
project focuses on. For over four centuries, the Noxci people, who are called “Chechens” in Rus-
sian, have been fighting to keep their lands from being occupied by their long-time opponent, the 
Russians themselves. They managed to keep their lands free from the occupation until late 20th 
century, when the era of Stalin came and the Noxci had to face a merciless war. The majority of the 
Noxci were deported to Kazakhstan by force and those who resisted got killed right on the spot. 
Old and disabled people were burned alive in a genocide operation called Ordered to Forget.1
In 1956 my grandparents returned from Kazakhstan after 13 years living there as deportees 
from Noxcicheo (Chechnya). By then, Stalin’s era ended, and the subsequent ruler of the Soviet 
Union allowed the Noxci to return home, but they had to repurchase their own houses that were 
taken from them by the Russians during their deportation. In 1991, the Soviet Union broke down, 
Jokhar Dudayiev became president and Noxchicheo was granted its independence like many other 
former Soviet territories.2
In 1994 Russia started a new war against Noxcicheo, which lasted until 1996. In 1995 
Jokhar Dudayiev, the first president of Noxcicheo, was assassinated and Zelimkha Yandarbin, as the 
vice president, then took over his position. In 1996 the Noxci people were told that Russia will no 
longer interfere with the Noxcicheo’s independence. However, between 1998 and 1999 Vladimir 
Putin attacked Dagestan, and hired FCB group in Dagestan to assist him with invading Noxcicheo as 
well. When the Noxci people went to stand with Dagestan in the war, Putin then accused Nox-
cicheo of terrorism and started the war again in 1999. My family escaped the country at the end of 
that year and never went back.3
Because of these constant conflicts with Russia for over four centuries. Noxci people have 
not managed to maintain much of their history and struggled to keep their identity alive. Further-
more, they had to live under constant attacks and danger and this kept them busy from developing 
their country as well as maintaining their historical records and studies. 
My thesis explores the history and present identity of the Noxci people, starting with the 
very simplistic and humble life that is being displayed through Malik and her mother, and all the 
way to the modernized life of her daughter, Amna, in the Middle East. 
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BACKGROUND
The Global Manifestation of Islamophobia
 The main reason Russia decided to not allow Noxcicheo to pros-
per freely was because when, not long after Noxci people were allowed 
their independence after the fall of the Soviet Union, Russian officials 
paid a visit Noxcicheo and saw the great army the country had prepared 
in a National Parade and how quickly the people made an Islamic civiliza-
tion out of the hopeless state the country was in when it was part of the 
Soviet Union. Russian officials were afraid of the cultural differences, and 
decided to not let the Noxci keep their freedom.4
While the UN states that there should be no discrimination to-
wards Muslims, it is undeniable that Islamophobia is an issue and a rising 
problem. In the media, criminals who happen to be Muslim are easily 
labeled as “terrorists”, while at the same time crimes committed by 
non-Muslims are defined as “hate crime” or the consequence of “men-
tal instability”. This contributes to a dehumanization of Muslim people. I 
think it is fair to assess that Muslims are still discriminated against in the 
Western world.
 
Islamophobia is also prevalent on the internet. Awan Imran ad-
dresses the crisis of Islamophobia in Cyberspace:
 
The Online Hate Prevention Institute has looked at some of 
the ways hate against Muslims manifests in social media and 
has suggested that, ‘content be considered anti-Muslim hate 
speech when, for example, it: dehumanizes Muslims, stereo-
types all Muslims, for example as terrorists, advocates the 
exclusion of Muslims from society, such as content claiming 
Muslims can’t be a part of society; denies human rights to 
Muslims, holds all Muslims responsible for the acts of extrem-
ists, or applies a double standard to Muslim communities or 
Muslim countries, for example making demands which would 
not be made of other countries in similar circumstances’5”
Dr. Shabir Ally, president at Islamic Information Center, was asked 
in a Q&A video: 
If you browse the internet about topics on Islam, most of the 
results you get from google or bing are from non-Muslims and 
many of them are extremely anti-Islamic, why don’t Muslims 
speak out? Make their websites appear on the first page of 
a google search and teach people that Islam is a good reli-
gion? Most people come to the internet to learn about things 
and the first thing they see about Islam is something that 
non-Muslim wrote.6
To which he responded:
My thoughts are that on the one hand this is not entire-
ly within our control, like what shows are first on a google 
search or any one of the search engines for that matter. There 
are things we can do to improve the chances of like our site 
being the one that shows up prominently and you can pay 
money for ads and so on and so paid sites for which there is a 
payment, obviously, would show up higher on a google search 
or over on the side bar or something like this. 
What we have on the one hand is that there are a lot of Islam 
haters, Islamophobic sites out there, and they are well-fund-
ed, they have a lot of resources in terms of people power and 
they’re putting up stuff out there and we don’t have enough 
Muslim representatives at that level to answer their claims or 
allegations, their negative propaganda, so that’s a deep-seat-
ed problem. 
On the other hand, we can’t forget about it because it’s out 
there and it’s gaining converts one after another, more and 
more people are becoming Islamophobic as a result of this or 
in conjunction with this kind of material being fed to them, so 
we have to do our duty for our religion and for society in gen-
eral we have to help people to understand what is right and 
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what is wrong to differentiate between truth and falsehood.7
Islamophobia exists because organizations create anti-Islamic pro-
paganda through movies, articles, and the news. For example, the follow-
ing paragraph is from a text that defends western colonization of African 
continent under the claims of civilization from the “Religious minorities” 
that are “typically despised” by most of the population:
 
In each of these cases except Algeria, the social forces that 
have penetrated and come to control these states are tribal 
or religious minorities, typically ones despised by much of the 
remainder of the population. Their rule is, therefore, seen by 
much if not most of the population as being fundamentally 
illegitimate and intended to serve the interests of that social 
force, rather than the country as a whole.8
The above statement contradicts the history of Muslim countries 
that instead developed civilization and prosperity during the rule of just 
Muslim leaders, such as the caliphs that spread Islam after the death of 
the Prophet (peace be upon him), like Omar Bin Khattab (may Allah be 
pleased with him), as well as Just Muslim rulers such as Salahuddin Al 
Ayyoubi, and Sultan Mohammad II, Suleiman the Just, Abdul Hameed, 
etc. In many cases, the colonization by western countries arrested and 
even reversed the process of development. This is a process that to some 
extent can be observed in the Israeli expansion into Palestinian land, and 
that has historic analogies with the European colonization of the Ameri-
cas and the African continent.
The conflictual relationship between the West and Muslim civili-
zation has a long history. Napoleon tried to remove Islamic rule in Egypt 
in order to enslave Egyptians. This resulted in a Genocide against the 
civilians there, starting with the Muslim scholars who were guiding the 
people and keeping the country prosperous and independent by follow-
ing Islamic rulings.9
If Islamic history was better known, Western audiences would 
not only be impressed by the remarkable history of this religion and the 
countless Muslim heroes who ruled with justice and did not discrimi-
nate against anyone. People may even be inspired to become Muslims 
themselves as did an American woman who also changed her name into 
Khadija, the name of the Prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH) first wife, after 
watching the Turkish series Ertugrul.10
Likewise, the Dutch far-right anti- Islamist, Joram van Klaveren, 
was very passionate in his hate towards Islam until he learned more 
about the religion while trying to write an anti-Islamic book. His perspec-
tives about Islam slowly changed and he eventually converted to Islam 
and became a Muslim who sincerely defends Islam from Islamophobes 
and spreads awareness of the religion.11
One of the major problems I am standing up against throughout 
my thesis is the concept of dehumanization. By portraying my people as 
corrupt, ignorant, hopeless, and inhumane the media further increases 
the rate of Islamophobia through dehumanization.
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The Subsistence of Racism & The Constant Discrimi-
nation
Many people are unaware of what has really happened between 
the Noxci and the Russians. In the case of the Noxci people, ethnic dis-
crimination based solely on Islamophobia is disseminated by Russian 
propaganda to their own people in order to justify the endlessly ongoing 
war towards their neighbors – the Noxci. Furthermore, Russian imperial-
ists take this misinformation to their advantage and spread propaganda 
for political benefit against Noxcicheo, justifying it as “self-defense against 
a terrorist attack’s Xenophobic action.”
Beyond the propaganda, however, was another story. A Russian 
journalist, Anna Politkovskaya, who was also a human rights activist, 
spoke in many of her books and articles about some of the injustices she 
witnessed Russia commit towards Noxci people. In Particular, in one of 
her writings, she shared her unexpectedly positive experience dealing 
with the Noxci people, whom she heard her country label as terrorists – a 
label she stated also had upset her as a Russian who witnessed her gov-
ernment’s dehumanization of the Noxci:
“I once took tea with the rebel Chechen vise-president - a 
man with an arrest warrant on his head in Moscow - less than 
a mile from a Russian checkpoint. Ordinary Chechen villagers 
were unfailingly warm and helpful to Western reporters. Most 
had no political affiliation, although almost all were full of 
hatred against the Russian invader. They took us in without a 
moment’s thought, mindless of the risks and the expenses of 
having guests during a war.”12
One of the hardships that minorities face – including the Noxci mi-
nority – is the one of not having their lives, possessions and cultures val-
ued in the same way the majorities are. Dehumanization is a process that 
leads to discrimination and justifies all sort of crimes. This is, for example, 
what happened during the slave-trading period, where the Africans were 
treated as possessions rather than human beings. Empathizing with the 
single lives of each individual is a way to restore humanization towards 
minorities. With my project, by telling the personal life of my family, I aim 
at activating that process.
Western oppression towards Muslims is a major reoccurring hu-
man rights violation in all countries governed by western politicians, this 
includes Middle-Eastern countries that are ultimately not really indepen-
dent as their decisions greatly depend on what western countries ap-
prove. The fact that, in recent times, three primary rulers of Noxci died of 
assassination or in unclear circumstances, may cast a shadow on the true 
independence of some countries with less political and military power.13
Because the Noxci people fought countless times to maintain their 
identity and freedom, they are respected by a global audience. Even I, a 
Noxci migrant who grew up in the Middle East for the past 20 years and 
developed the mentality of a third culture kid, still want to maintain my 
Noxci identity, cherish it and pass it on to my children. This is because I 
know that if I lose my native identity, I lose my name as a whole.
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Use of Art for Activism
After I observed the major injustice in the world that is led by 
Russia and the US and that the media dodges or ignores, I have questions 
I demand answers to:
 
Why Islamophobia hasn’t received the same attention as antisem-
itism? Why is “terrorism” so easily associated to Islam by the Western 
media and public? Why are the military, political and diplomatic actions 
towards Muslim countries never considered as severe as injustices of 
great wars and the Western colonial history?
There are many artists who also create artworks that address im-
portant issues concerning humanity and discrimination. When it comes to 
artists who are also activists: Banksy’s graffiti on the walls built by Zionists 
calls out Israel’s xenophobic project against Palestinians.14
Figure 1: Banksy to donate sale of artwork to Palestinian hospital.15
Banksy’s graffiti is a form of free art, one that’s speaking truth to 
power, I would call it the best definition of freedom of expression. This is 
partially because I do not sense any bias or hypocrisy in his work despite 
it often having a strong political message or a comment on humanity. 
Banksy’s work questions the corrupt people in power. Because Banksy’s 
artwork is often technically illegal graffiti, he appears to be a person who 
does not really follow anyone and perhaps only follows his conscience. 
He is completely anonymous, and it seems as he uses this to work outside 
of what can corrupt other artists. I was impressed to see Banksy make 
pro-Palestine graffiti art on the walls built up by the Zionists in Palestine. 
This activism is also enhanced by his secret identity: if he is Palestinian, it 
could be easy to say he is doing it to advocate for his people, but since he 
is anonymous, we have to believe he is doing it for the sake of humanity.16
Figure 2: Banksy in Bethlehem art on the Israeli Occupation walls. 
Sliman Mansour is another artist who uses his skills to paint the 
tragic history of Palestine, focusing on the olive trees that are greatly 
valued by Palestinians and how Palestinians ultimately have been paying 
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a considerable part of the price for the crimes of the West against Jews 
from WWII.17
For instance, in the painting Revolution was the Beginning, Man-
sour shows transition of history of the Palestinian people and how they 
have been living in camps after being deported by force out of their 
homes by the Zionists. Next, we see the Palestinians holding the keys to 
their homes that they one day hope to return back to once their country 
is freed from the occupation. Also depicted are the olive and orange trees 
and the sacred land of Jerusalem placed at the hearts of the Palestinians. 
There are also depictions of the Palestinians who are imprisoned, resist-
ing the occupation, and grieving over the loss of their loved ones. But 
despite all of the injustice, the Palestinians are portrayed as the powerful 
and patient people that they are. 
Figure 3: Revolution was the Beginning by Sliman Mansour.18 
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Global Propaganda Through Visuals 
The way we tell stories, whether through movies or paintings, or 
choose to depict the world and its characters, is hardly neutral. It often 
hides someone’s agenda. 
 History tells us what happened to African countries that let West-
ern forces step on their lands: genocide, colonization, intolerance against 
religion, slavery, destruction of property and theft of natural resources.19 
Whether it’s through Napoleon, Stalin, Hitler, or even Macron in his late 
presidential candidacy.
Paintings were commonly used by colonizers and dictators as 
a medium to literally paint an angelic image of themselves as a lasting 
positive impression to the world. A classic example of this can be seen 
in Napoleon’s court paintings, many painted by Louis David, Napoleon’s 
favorite artist. Napoleon is painted as a brave warrior,20 a powerful rul-
er whose words are above religion and law,21 He is often depicted as a 
peacemaker who cherishes his warriors, and for whom he is willing to risk 
his own life.22 But Napoleon was not a hero to everyone. He may have 
been a hero to his people but not for the countries he had invaded - Egypt 
being one of them. In 1798 he committed a genocide against Egyptian 
Muslims when he failed to manipulate them into submitting to his rule. 
In the book Napoleon’s Crimes: A Blueprint for Hitler, by Claude 
Ribbe, a French writer of Caribbean origin, Ribbe mentions the massacre 
Napoleon had committed against the rebelling Caribbean slaves.23 In the 
early 19th century, the French colonies of Saint-Domingue (now Haiti) and 
Guadeloupe were hit by a series of massive slave rebellions. Napoleon 
was in charge of putting them down, and he did so with brutal efficiency. 
Ribbe claims that some of Napoleon’s men refused to do as they were 
ordered, and then later wrote journals describing the massacre. From 
these passages, he claims that Napoleon’s troops burnt Sulphur (readily 
collected from nearby volcanoes) to make Sulphur dioxide gas, which is 
extremely poisonous. This would have been effective at helping to quell 
the rebelling Caribbean slaves. Despite all of this, these paintings present-
ing him as a heroic figure.24
Figure 4: David’s painting, The Coronation of Napoleon. 
News media is the new form of painting a positive impression of 
those who have power This is often done by portraying the victims who 
stood up against these corrupt beings as the villains. There are many 
news channels in countries that do not permit any form of criticism about 
those in the ruling class. Such channels are common in Middle East, Africa 
and Noxcicheo as well, with its present dictator, Ramzan Kadyrov, who 
was picked by Russia as president for Noxcicheo.25
The positive image endorsed by the politician is so often at odds 
with the reality of his or her rule. This is all because politics and policies 
have often not been made by peacemakers, but rather by colonizers and 
dictators and those who seek power. Sometimes I think to myself that 
had such corrupt people not get their hands on governing, I would have 
grown up in my homeland, in the mountains of my country among my 
people who speak my language, and not to have been forced to emigrate 
to another country. A common theme of film is the mishandling of pow-
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er within a society, and this sometimes leads the audience to becoming 
more skeptical towards their government. However, I believe that if those 
in power would treat all civilians from all social classes the same way it 
would not lead to chaos and rebellion. Of course, it is not easy to provide 
for everyone and it is said that the most important decisions in life are 
never easy, but I believe that only those who are truly committed to creat-
ing peace and eliminating corruption will figure it out eventually. 
Some would say movies are merely a form of entertainment and 
should not be taken seriously, but I disagree because I see the major 
influences these fabricated scenarios have on the viewers, and because of 
that it is used in political propaganda in the US, examples can be found in 
the Marvel comics movies,26 according to TRT world broadcast:
The Pentagon regularly funds and collaborates on big budget 
superhero and science fiction movies. This is called ‘Militain-
ment,’ the long, historic partnership between Hollywood and 
the US military. Even if the stories are entirely fictional, hav-
ing multiple, positive, uncritical depictions of the US military 
spread across popular culture is a powerful messaging tool for 
the Pentagon. Fighting imaginary enemies allows for heroic 
depictions of the army without having to grapple with the 
reality of who it is the US actually goes to war with in the real 
world. These stories don’t even need to be about war, as long 
as the military plays a fundamentally positive role in the story. 
In an age where cross-branding and marketing is ubiquitous, 
the Pentagon sees its relationship with Hollywood as mutually 
beneficial.27
An example of this glorification of the military and vilification of 
Arabs can be seen in the movie Wonder Woman 1984.
DC’s Wonder Woman is played by Gal Gadot, a former mem-
ber of the Israeli military. The franchise’s supporting hero 
is also a United States Army captain but besides the usually 
military glorification, the latest film in the franchise caused a 
different type of controversy. In the movie, Wonder Woman 
rescues Arab children playing soccer from being hit by a con-
voy of the movie’s villains (also Arabs). Gadot has famously 
been criticized for vocally supporting Israel’s 2014 offensive 
against Gaza, which claimed over 1,000 civilian lives. During 
these attacks, four Palestinian boys on a Gaza beach were 
killed in an Israeli air strike, while playing soccer. The film 
essentially rewriting history to portray a bizarre inversion of 
a very particular set of tragic events caused understandable 
outrage. These are just a few of the myriad ways in which the 
US military is able to project a particular mythology through 
popular film. 28
The US is not the only one using movies for its political agenda 
against the Middle East and Africa, Russia also creates movies portraying 
the people of the countries it has invaded and destroyed as terrorists or 
inhumane monsters that needed to be terminated in order to maintain 
peace.29
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The Value in Animation & Messages in an Artwork
A very common subcategory of the animated documentary is 
the one in which narrative and historiographical perspectives are taken 
from the filmmaker’s personal experience. Those films are usually distin-
guished by storytelling based on everyday realism and autobiographical 
narratives.30
The impact of storytelling is important in my thesis because my 
goal in this project is to demonstrate to my target audience the value of 
visual storytelling, such as: animation, illustrated story books, historic 
paintings, etc. Anything that affects society and its future generation is 
highly valued. Animation holds such value and it is most commonly used 
for that purpose. Animation can reach out to the heart so much that it 
will automatically trigger emotions and the viewer will struggle to hold in 
their tears despite them looking at a scene that they know is fabricated.
 
Grave of the Fireflies is a good example of how impactful a visual 
story can be. The anime movie is about a boy and his younger sister who 
lost their family due to bombing during World War II. Both were victims 
of poverty and became homeless after their homeland was destroyed. 
The animation is a very heartbreaking one to watch and is guaranteed to 
trigger tears in any person with a heart. It is always near the top of the 
list when listing tragic animations of all time due to the warzone back-
grounds, the hopeless journey the two characters take us on, and the 
amount of love and care the siblings have for one another that made 
them even more precious.31
Figure 5: Emotional scene from Grave of the fireflies
As my thesis is concerned with storytelling, I’ve looked for exam-
ples of movies or animation movies that in more or less direct ways try 
to raise the issue of injustice, political corruption and systemic discrim-
ination. Animation is able to do this because it depicts our world, but is 
at the same time removed from it, allowing people to emphasize with 
characters without becoming defensive. 
Zootopia, a Walt Disney animation is a good example of this. It is 
a depiction of how politicians spread fear into their civilians in order to 
gain power, loyalty and trust from them – only to use them to fight their 
targeted group on their behalf. When in order to take over the lion mayor 
Lionheart’s position, assistant mayor Bellweather, who is a sheep, turned 
civilized predators into savage beings to spread fear in the animal world 
and to make all predators be seen as potential danger to the prey animals 
that outnumber them ten to one. This is an example of how prejudice is 
subtly spread to larger masses.32
However, Animation can also be used to spread misinformation or 
perpetuate stereotypes.  
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An example of racism in the west is in Disney’s Aladdin and how in 
the animation’s theme song it labels Arabs as barbaric:
 
“Oh, I come from a land from a faraway place where the car-
avan camels roam. Where they cut off your ear if they don’t 
like your face, it’s barbaric, but hey, it’s home.”33
This as well as when assuming every Arab is Muslim and every Muslim is 
Arab.
Figure 6: Scene from Disney Animation, Zootopia. 
Had Muslims, those who are capable, bothered to spread aware-
ness regarding their religion and ethnic history like the western people do 
countless times through literature and popular media, people today may 
not be so afraid of Islam or make false assumptions based on endless ste-
reotypes. But because not enough Muslims take this responsibility, poli-
ticians take advantage of this negligence and thus turn their own people 
into Xenophobic battle pawns through mis-information and propaganda. 
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This thesis project was inspired by traditional Noxci female head 
cover (Yolkkh) as well as visual storytelling.
As a primary research step, I looked up old and new photographs 
of the Noxci people and the environment they lived in during the 1900s. 
I approached an everyday sketch activity where I drew a sketches based 
on a photographs taken in Noxcicheo. The photographs showed many 
aspects of the Noxci society; kindergarten upbringing, humble lifestyles 
represented through simplistic clothing, traditional clothing, elections, 
etc. There are also historic tragedies such as the deportation, genocide, 
and demolished buildings due to Russian bombings. 
The photographs give an idea of what kind of society the Noxci 
people live in, a society that consists of endless wars and migration. 
Russia’s constant attacks on the Noxci people kept the Noxci people 
busy from developing the country. Scenes from tragic videos were also 
sketched to show the pain and agony of losing a loved one due to war. 
A major devastating truth of reality that is portrayed in my col-
lection is the (de-)valuation of individuals’ lives. People are not valued 
the same way, there is a pyramid of hierarchy when it comes to valuing 
human lives, as will be presented in Scarf 5 and 6. There, by showing the 
cruelty of an assassination and the painful recovery of the affected fam-
ily, I want to draw attention to the international political scene that has 
missed the opportunity to publicly analyze and condemn the authors of 
such violent actions.  
INVESTIGATIONS
Figure 7: Every day sketches.
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The last sketch in the challenge is an image I had in my own mind 
of my family reuniting one day and sitting together on the table we have 
always shared for the past 20 years. My father, being a martyr, is not 
present in my life anymore. However, one day we shall all be reunited 
again with everyone we lost. The text on the final image says “By the will 
of Allah”in Noxci. 
My thesis project started through mapping the different scenes 
from the original story that seemed crucial. I initially wanted to create 
animation for my thesis, but due to shortage of time and resources, I 
had to approach a more manageable path. It was suggested to me that 
I try creating comics that I could then print on fabric. However, I already 
had experience in drawing comics and wanted to challenge myself with 
something new instead. I then decided to figure out how to make designs 
that somehow tell stories while functioning as decorations appropriate 
for scarves. 
Scarves have been chosen as a medium for this project because of 
their cultural relevance to the Noxci culture. It is in fact common for Noxci 
women to cover their hair with more or less colorful and decorated silk 
or cotton scarves. Therefore, I thought it would have been appropriate to 
use a medium that would become part of the message. 
The first piece drawn and printed on a cotton fabric to test the re-
sult. Initially, the project was limited to two colors in its color group along 
with white and black: red, green. The scenes were going to be drawn 
inside circular frames but ended up being in square frames.
 
Figure 8: the original first scene sketch on paper. 
The first challenge was when the scarf did not look like a scarf. It 
did not look like something a woman would want to wear on her head 
since it looked more like a flag or a poster or a painting than it did like a 
scarf. This issue was the greatest challenge in this project: to figure out 
how to make this drawing work on a head piece, to tell a story, and at the 
same time create a fashionable product. 
 To address the issue, it was necessary to experiment with and edit 
styles, adding more colors, and playing around with the shading - even 
creating a Van Gogh-inspired digital version of the design. But the prob-
lem remained; it did not look like a scarf.  
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Investigation images of Scarf 1 design attempts: 
Figures 9 & 10: left is white and black shaded minimal edit of style. Right 
is a more detailed version with few colors.  
Figures 11 & 12: left is a plain-solid, unclear style. Right is a van Gogh-in-
spired digital version of the illustration.
The issue was resolved when it was suggested I look at a collection 
of silk scarves designed by Hermes in 2020 as a possible source of inspira-
tion. It did more than inspire an idea; it helped resolve the confusion and 
remedy the project’s process issues: a story was being told before a scarf 
was designed when a scarf should have been designed before a story was 
told.
Hermes scarf collection 2020:
Figure 13: Bride De Cour Remix Shawl.  Figure 14: Etriers Remix Scarf 90
To explain what the above statement means, one should look at 
the Hermes scarves above and point out what is there: objects, patterns, 
flowers, all scattered around within a frame. In my collection, characters 
are portrayed in a given scene only once and in a fixed way, however, 
some characters reappear in a different posture, guise, or form to symbol-
ize their overall importance. 
 
The process of developing these scarves consisted of mapping 
scenes that represent life experiences of Amnat and Maleek that impact-
ed them in one way or another. The scenes were then further developed 
into rough sketches of the different objects that are illustrated in them in 
order to create unique designs on every scarf: Linear, circular, spiral (like 
in scarf 4) or even animation sketches (like in scarf 11). This was all for the 
purpose of diversifying the designs. 
The pieces are arranged in a transitioning style, for the purpose of 
having a narrative structure. Designs on every piece are different from the 
others but still have a feature in common. 
I felt confident about using this transitioning style approach 
because it allowed me to develop diverse designs in a narrative series, 
which I had not done before. In addition, I had the opportunity to further 
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challenge myself and develop a new method that works really well for 
designing original fabrics.
The project consists of a color group that was used when coloring 
all 11 pieces of the scarves in the collection, because in fashion collec-
tions there is always a color group that designers commit to in order to 
make the pieces in the collection more coherent.
The color group consists of: berry red, sky blue, dark green, olive 
green, peach pink, pale yellow, brown, black and white, magenta pink, 
and orange.
A decision was made to use silk because of its desirable proper-
ties; it has a thin, smooth, shiny, rich texture, and it is a fabric preferred 
by Noxci women. 
In fashion design, when it comes to fashion illustration, the draw-
ing always looks best when a reference is used. Therefore, I decided to 
draw the scenes, using references as much as possible. 
Cotton and silk and other manufactured fabrics were the fabrics 
I wanted to start printing on. Initially, it was to see which medium gave 
the better result and I concluded that silk-cotton was the better option, 
specifically due to its thin gentle texture. This is because of how it had 
a gentler feel to it than the other plain silk that was more lustrous and 
thick, which made it slide to the extent that it was difficult to wear.
Below are process images of developing Scarves 1 and 2:
 Left to right are process images of developing Scarf 1(top). 
Through taking the objects in the first drawing and simplifying the style 
they are drawn with, then scattering them around in a decorative way. 
Scarf 2(bottom) went through the same steps where the objects 
in the original drawing were redrawn in profile view and in plain minimal 
style, then scattered around in a decorative way just like in the previous 
piece, but with a little change in the center. The reason why there are 
some changes between each of the scarves is because I wanted to diver-
sify the designs in the collection. As well, I wanted to create a transition 
effect, which was necessary in order to keep the collection pieces con-
nected with each other in a chain-like manner. 
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Below are some of the many references I used when Illustrating 
the objects and characters in my collection, by tracing on top of images 
and creating a simplified digital line drawing with a few adjustments, as 
shown below:
Below are images of the results of my design planning:
Figure 15: Scarf 8 process   Figure 16: Scarf 4 process  
 There were a few challenges in the final decision-making regarding 
what kind of fabric the final print would be placed on. Silk fabric worked 
really well but the thickness of the material caused a major concern.
Earlier, I had experimented with other thinner/more delicate 
fabrics that were more common amongst Noxci women. The fabrics were 
picked based on their texture and flexibility by taking a sample of each of 
the different scarves my mother already had and collecting fabrics of best 
match from the local Souq.
Using the same design, I obtained different outcomes depending 
on the choice of fabric. But none of them quite satisfied me until I got my 
hands on the cotton-silk fabric’s print, which impressed me in terms of 
how strong and beautiful the color and texture of the designs were on the 
fabrics. 
Finally, I decided to choose comfort over luxury as this is what a 
good design is all about, maintaining comfort and function before appear-
ance. The appearance still remained pleasing to the eye and the only fea-
ture that was lost was the luster of the fabric, cotton-silk gave a flexible 
function when being put on, thus, was both a comfortable and functional 
fabric. The designs looked strong on this fabric despite not having the 
luster effect that the initial silk did. 
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Overall, this project was a unique journey for me where I got to learn 
how to design a scarf that tells a story. The project resulted in a total of 
11 pieces, each piece telling a different aspect of the story that is shared 
by the two main characters. Diversity in styling was crucial in this project 
and therefore I made sure that each scarf looked completely unique and 
at the same time was relevant to the others. Every scarf tells a story from 
a perspective and gives off its own unique mood to the viewer. Below, I 
present each scarf in chronological order.
OUTCOMES
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Scarf 1: Vaynakh (Our people)
This scarf shows the simplicity of Maleek’s 
life with her parents in her small humble 
home. Maleek always looked up to her moth-
er who was her role model with utmost re-
spect. Her mother was a serious, hardwork-
ing person who lived her entire life attending 
to her responsibilities as an independent 
woman, wife and mother. 
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Scarf 2: Ghulkkhsh (Duties) 
Maleek grew up following in her mother’s 
footsteps and becoming a hardworking wom-
an just like her. Studying to gain more oppor-
tunities for future careers and at the same 
time attending to her duties at home and in 
farming and assisting her mother as a caring 
child. Maleek, despite being the most mature 
and hardworking child amongst her siblings, 
was too shy to ask her mother to financially 




Scarf 3:  Belkhsh (Jobs)
Maleek gained multiple experiences during 
her growth into adulthood, working in multi-
ple jobs both inside and outside her home: 
home construction and decoration, cooking 
and providing for her family, working as a 
tutor in a school, tailoring clothes. Maleek’s 
husband lived far from her due to his career 
and his job in construction so both of them 
had to provide for each other in order for 




Scarf 4: Deouzal (Family/Relatives)
Maleek got married during her young adult-
hood and had 6 children, three girls and 
three boys: Beshto, Zair, Zalin, Daud, Amnat, 
Mohmad. She had lost Besho and Mohmad 
due to tragic incidents. Maleek married a 
very humble and poor poet mainly because 
he would allow her to look after her mother, 
as he lived in the same city. 
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Scarf 5: Toam (War)
Maleek went through war and tragedies and 
lost many of her loved ones along the way. As 
a mother, she had to keep her children safe 
from any harm. Her husband was by that time 
the president of Noxchicheo and was therefore 
leading the army in the war against the invading 
Russian enemy. This resulted in Maleek being 
separated from her husband because she had 
to hide somewhere safe with other women,chil-
dren, and elderly people in a village farmhouse 
in the mountains while her husband was leading 
the army. For months they had not heard of each 
other due to the war and separation. Maleek 
gave birth to Amnat in 1995, during the hideout. 
During the second war in 1999, Maleek escaped 
Noxchicheo with her children and some other 
people in a car and passed through Azerbaijan, 
UAE and then settled down in Qatar in 2000.  
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Scarf 6: 13th February 2004
This piece shows the tragedy that resulted from 
the assasination of Maleek’s husband in Qatar on 
13th February 2004 by explosive materials placed 
under his car. This resulted in the immediate death 
of Zelimkha Yandarbin, and the severe injury of his 
son Daud, who was only 13 years old at the time. 
Maleek went to the hospital with Amnat and had to 
witness her son in a near-death situation, covered 
in blood and burns. Amnat being only 7 at the time 
was traumatized by the sight of her brother in that 
state. She cried and was left with that image of her 
brother forever engraved in her memory. Maleek 
realized that day that she had lost her husband and 
her children became orphans. She was left alone to 
look after her family. Daud and Amnat were under 
her care while her two elder daughters were far 
away; Zaira was in Noxchicheo and Zalin was in 
Azerbaijan. Both heard of the tragic news on tele-
vision as the world was talking about it. Our lives 
were never the same. 
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Scarf 7: Eshkoleh (At School)
This piece is where the focus of the story 
marks the shift from Maleek to her daughter, 
Amnat. Amnat grew up as a third culture kid 
in Qatar. Growing up with two completely dif-
ferent cultures and having people around her 
speak four different languages (Noxci, Rus-
sian, Arabic, English) made life really chal-
lenging and confusing for Amnat. It was not 
easy for Amnat to blend into the Arab culture 
due to the language barrier as well as cultur-
al differences. She also had distinctly Euro-
pean features, but attended classes consist-
ing of mostly Middle Eastern Arab children. 
Amnat slowly learned Arabic (Khaleeji and 
Standard) and English and was eventually 
able to make friends in grade 6. 
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Scarf 8: Arboi Noxci (Arab Noxci)
This piece features the two opposite cultures 
that formed Amnat into the person she is, 
with two different identities deriving from the 
two cultures she grew up in. This cultural 
diversity helped Amnat have a unique per-
spective on her life and appreciate her na-
tive as well as Qatari culture more deeply. It 
helped her be more aware, open-minded and 
relate to a wider audience and this plays a 
major role in her growth as a third culture kid 
and a young independent woman. This scarf 
highlights how Amnat had to have two sides 
of her. One side for Qatari people and anoth-




Scarf 9: Deownsh (Conflicts)
Amnat constantly had conflicts with her moth-
er, Maleek. This is mainly because of the major 
differences in the cultures they each grew up 
in. Not being raised among her people used to 
make Amnat very confused about her identity 
and uncomfortable among her native people as 
she grew up getting used to the Qatari culture, 
neglecting some aspects of her own native cul-
ture. Maleek was unable to connect with Amnat 
because she grew up in Noxchicheo and had dif-
ferent values from Amnat. Maleek wanted Amnat 
to make the same career decisions as her family 
members usually do, while Amnat wanted to pur-
sue Art. This resulted in major conflict between 
the two as both of them could not appreciate 
each other’s personality and value due to their 
lack of understanding each other. 
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Scarf 10: Tsanter Khilar (Being the Same)
This piece shows how Amnat was able to 
connect with Maleek for the first time in her 
life through the hobby she inherited from her 
i.e. fashion design. Maleek was fascinated 
by her daughter pursuing the career that she 
also considered for herself during her youth. 
Maleek appreciates Amnat’s career decision 
and both of them find a common language 
through their interest in fashion, which made 




Scarf 11: Khinderg (Future)
This piece demonstrated the sum up of 
Amnat’s life journey, starting from her birth 
year, all the way to her growth into the future. 
These steps demonstrate Amnat’s life be-
ginnings, her optimistic childhood, her tragic 
loss and agonizing experience at the loss 
of her beloved father, and her growth into a 
stronger person through challenges in life. 
Here one can see Amnat taking her own path 
into her future as a Noxci, Qatari, Muslim 
designer-activist. The fact that this scarf is 
composed of multiple illustrations that seem 
like the frames of an animation is intentional. 
This reflects what Amnat has decided to pur-
sue for her future career as an artist, design-
er and activist.  
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This project was inspired by the issue of global Islamophobia. Visuals 
always have a bigger impact on viewers than expected and unfortunate-
ly people use animation and movies to spread hate towards religious or 
ethnic groups, as well as to dehumanize the targeted group in the eyes of 
the target audience. I wanted to stand up against dehumanization, and 
as an animation addict myself, I decided to tell my own story visually, but 
instead of animating it I illustrated it. By designing head covers that both 
tell stories and serve as a decorative object. Every scarf holds a meaning 
and an aspect of my life that I believe many would relate to or could be 
influenced by. My entire collection of scarves tells stories without texts, 
with the exception of Scarves 6, 9, and 11. The texts in these three pieces 
are important dates and keywords. This was so that I could introduce the 
language of the Noxci people to my audience. Besides highlighting the 
Noxci cause, another strength I am aware of in my thesis is the female 
empowerment it presents. My story has a lot of male characters playing 
important roles but in this project I did not want to confuse or overwhelm 
my audience with too many characters, thus I chose my grandmother, my 
mother and myself. By sharing our life experiences, my thesis shows how 
strong our women are, refuting the western misconception of Islam being 
an oppressive religion that restricts women.
CONCLUSION
Lessons learned
Throughout this long journey, I was able to study the impact movies and 
animations have and the value within them. I was able to make the deci-
sion to share my personal story with my audience in the hopes of creating 
empathy in their hearts through proper visual storytelling. My initial goal 
was to animate but due to lack of time and experience, I had to go for a 
more familiar method for me and that was fashion design. Designing the 
scarves had its own challenges from figuring out how to tell a story clearly 
to how to make the scarf itself fashionable while maintaining its role as 
a piece of visual narrative. I had an epiphany when I looked at specific 
scarves and how they were designed with objects and suddenly under-
stood that in order to design a scarf with a meaning, you have to prioritize 
the styling over the message. In other words, your story should decorate 
the object rather than overlay it. This resulted in 11 pieces that tell orig-
inal stories through the objects that are scattered around. Aside from all 
of this, making the decision on what surface to print the pieces on was 
very crucial as well since different fabrics have different textures and thus 
give different outcomes. This is why I wanted to pick silk but when I ex-
perimented with it along with other fabrics I settled on cotton-silk as my 
fabric of choice.
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Implications of my work
Visual storytelling is important, it is a very effective method of expression. 
It is used by entertainers, scientists, scholars, researchers, journalists, and 
even politicians for political agendas. These agendas demonstrate the 
power of effective visual storytelling; humankind naturally is attracted to 
compelling stories, and humans subconsciously become victims of propa-
ganda when the story is of a political theme. 
 
People love listening to good stories as it is part of human nature that 
stories when told the right way have the ability to trigger empathy within 
the audience and help the audience learn about new things just through 
visual language. The Noxci are people the world is mostly unaware of, and 
therefore I started my journey in visual storytelling with my own personal 
story. The challenges that came with the political conflicts and cultural dif-
ferences are portrayed through the character’s actions and expressions. 
The narrative is successful because it triggered empathy and curiosity 
within the audience when they analyzed the scenes on the scarves. 
Future Directions
If I had been given more time to further develop this project, I would add 
embroidery onto the scarves to further enrich the design and value it. I 
may also use Qatari shaylas as my new base for more stories to tell- sto-
ries that are inspired by the Qatari culture and Noxci culture colliding. I 
also want to hand paint a story onto the scarves because that would be 
a totally different experience from digitally printing a finished design; di-
rectly painting on fabric would give it a more poetic sense. But overall, for 
my current project, I am primarily hoping that whoever sees them of my 
native people would be inspired by it to speak up and share their stories. 
My goal from the start of this project has been to spread awareness and 
trigger empathy and stand up against dehumanization, and that is what I 
will focus on as I continue to further develop the scarves or when I create 
new designs for more untold stories to share. 
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